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WEATHER OUT THE STORM 

 

Well the weather has been phenomenal, the field is holding up, but the flyers have become 
restless. With this said, everyone has  been itching to get out and get their birds in the air 
and do some serious flying. I would like to take this moment to remind everyone to please 
stay focused and please pay attention to what we and those around us are doing as well as 
supposed to be doing. 

 

Once again I would like to elaborate on some of the do's and dont's of the club and for everyone to ensure that some of these 
basics are being performed. Site security is imperative for the purposes of minimizing/relinquishing liability by keeping the 
gate closed and locked during weekdays and when you are the last person out. If you leave the field and do not see anyone else 
present, please do not assume that there is still someone present, just close the gate and lock it. We have been finding the gate 
opened once again early AM with no one on site. Also, last one out is responsible for ensuring that the container, charging     
station, and first-aid cabinet are secured. 

 

Last items that are a no, no is the old/bad batteries that keep getting left behind. If you come with them, then it is your responsi-
bility to leave with them. Also, please remember that trash is the only thing that should be dumped into our trash cans as well 
as the dumpsters.  

 

I would like to thank those that were in attendance at the last month's General Membership Meeting. We covered a number of 
topics, had a couple of great tips, and were presented with a great ongoing Flight Simulation Training demonstration that was 
put on by Chris Avellino and Chuck Riley. We will do another segment of the flight training live at the March  meeting which will 
be conducted at the field.  Also, we were presented with some great planes that were entered as Model Of The Month entries 
which ultimately went to Poncho Castillo for another great War Bird. 

 

I would like to call on as many members as possible to pull out at least one or two great building Tips or Gadgets that you could 
bring to this February's General Membership Meeting to share with all. It is truly amazing the neat little tips, gadgets, and tools 
that members have come up with to assist in builds or just fixing their craft. So please, I need as many people and their crea-
tions to show up at the meeting for our Tips and Gadgets night to share. Please don't be bashful, bring them out and share. 
There may be some special prizes for the best Tip, Gadget, Tool, or Ideal for the evening. So thank you all for your participation 
and we look forward to a great turn-out. Take care and please fly safe!!! 

 

 

  

Jim Jenkins 

President of the Palomar R/C Flyers, Inc. 
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No board meeting in January as we had it in December Minutes for Club Meeting 1/19/2017 

Closing out 2016 and new treasurer report is: $62,855. 

Taken in dues about $13K. Last year we spent $29K. Will be accounted for within the next month.  

Patrick on Safety:  

Keep an eye on each other – especially when going into the jungle. Work up a team to go with you so 

you are not going alone.  

Things we’re working on for 2016 

Gadgets and tips and tricks of building 

Batteries and chargers that people use (timing, not to puff up batteries, safety, etc.) 

How to tune an engine and learn more about motors (electric) 

FOAMIE Night! Bring your planes. Will be a lot of fun.  

House and Grounds 

Facelift: Left to do is the runway and the pit and some canvas work.  

Driveway: Working on overhauling the driveway to smooth it out and take out the ruts.  

Containers: Working on getting the containers re-secured 

Field Cutting: Bringing the John Deere out to do some cutting around the field. 

Fundraising and membership drives  

Heli Fun Fly: Always been great for the club 

Scale Event: Bringing in barnstormers, warbirds, regulars scale flying 

Electric Event 

Swap Meet: Going to have 2 events this year. Bringing in other clubs as well. Discussions around a run-

way extravaganza 

Selling things – putting for sale items in the transmitter.  

Community Activities 

Throughout the year will probably have a couple events with the Civil Air Patrol.  

Monday Night Training: Will happen in March – a week after the time change.  

Community Outreach: Speaking to some of the different tribes and having a tribal day and bring jun-

iors to come out to have some fun at the field.  

Watch Outs!! 

Need to be careful in the pit areas. Make sure calling out when on the field, “On the Runway!” 

Gassers please bring fire extinguishers 

Please remember to clean-up after your planes. Lots of nitro and fuel on the tables. Let’s try to keep 

them clean 

Flightline: Keep in mind number of flyers in the boxes. Be mindful of flying in the flight area.  

Gliders should not be flown from the grass area by the flag pole 

Dos and Don’ts: Please remember to close the gate and lock-the-lock. Need to make sure the charging 

stations are locked as well.  

Batteries: DO NOT LEAVE THEM AT THE FIELD 

Let’s make sure we put the trash can lids on.  

Model of the Month  

Pancho: P51 Top Flite Kit 

Frank: 1930 Japanese fighter. Fixed gear. Used it in the China campaign. Sky shark kit and Ethel did 

the cockpit. 6lbs 9oz. 55OS 2Stroke motor.  

Chris Avellino for Steve Kerrin, Club Secretary 
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Richard Anderson passed away on Jan.11, 2017 

Rich, 87,  was a life-member of our club, having joined  in 1974, some 43 years ago!  He had the 

unique distinction of being a club member longer than anyone else!  

He owned and flew an Ercoupe. I flew with him   to Las Vegas for a quarter-scale meet, and again  

to Brown Field for an airshow. Rich learned to fly full-scale   after his 40th birthday. He kept his 

plane  in Valley Center at the Lake  Wohlford Resort Airstrip which was created  by  Seabees after 

WWII.  It  about 2000’ short!  

Rich had not been able to fly r/c for the past several years and was in a care facility in Escondido. 

He is survived by his wife Beverly. This photo was taken at our 2012 Christmas party. 

Rich had many planes, radios, tools, books, and airplane parts which his wife        

recently  donated to the club. Rich had a model of his Ercoupe which John Hartsell 

Sr. now owns. Rich named his full-scale plane  “Honeybee,”  because of its paint 

scheme. When our club was flying  in San Marcos near Elfin Forest Road, Rich 

buzzed the field  with his full-scale Ercoupe, which is memorable. In those days, 

Granger Williams, co-founder of the Williams Brothers Manufacturing Company 

was president of our club.  

Rich we  miss you.  May you rest in peace. R.I.P. 

 

Joe Buko 

Editor 
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                           A  Suggestion 
 

I have a suggestion for the Transmitter that might make it a 
bit more interesting to read.   For instance how about a        
section on recommendations/tips/tricks regarding building, 
electric aircraft setups, etc. 

 

For example, this morning at the key exchange I was discuss-
ing with Steve Kerrin and Varley the use of filers for prepara-
tion to prime/paint.  Varley said he is build a large P-51 and he 
needs a good filer for the air scoop.  This kind of information 
would add interest to the Transmitter. 

Food for Thought! 

 

Regards, 

Greg Wilson 

 

Editor’s Response: 

 

A fine idea! We need someone to personally take on the writing of such an in-
formative column. It’ll   happen if someone volunteers to actually do the           
creative work required. It would be a column similar to Ethel Burke’s , “As Seen 
at the Field”, except that this new column  would probably be mostly text. 

 

Please consider this as a request for a volunteer. If you are a  decent writer and 
would like to take on the responsibility for such a column, be our guest. Thank 

you in advance! Thanks Greg.  

Prior to receiving Greg’s e-mail, I composed the article on the next page. 

This issue of the Transmitter was prepared during a most 
rainy month in January. Flying was limited, but we still have  
136 photos. The Transmitter is similar to holding a mirror for 
us to see ourselves at play. You can see some of the activities 
in which we are involved.                                                                                                    
Joe Buko editor. 
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                                                 Preventing  Rollout Accidents 

 

The December 2016  issue of Soaring Magazine ran an article with the above title.            

Although  aimed at sailplane pilots, much of what was written applies to us r/c       

pilots. 

 

When landing, some r/c pilots just want to get their plane on the ground in one 

piece and don’t care   where or how they land as long as the plane stays  together.   

Top-of-the-line pilots like James D’Eliseo, John Binikos and others  always try to hit 

the center line and stay on it until their plane stops.  They do not have  rollout        

accidents whereas others can have their planes wander off into the sagebrush or 

tumble weed.   

Making a smooth touchdown is  part of landing, but if one turns the plane too soon, 

before its speeding energy is stopped, the plane can nose over or a wing gets sanded 

on the tarmac along with its prop. One can fly the appropriate pattern and all can 

look good on final with a touchdown that is among our best, but if we stop flying the 

plane once it touches down, the landing is incomplete.  

Pilots are taught, “Fly it to a stop.” Managing the plane ’s energy in the rollout and 

noticing what the plane wants to do are essential for a  good landing. If you practice 

precise directional control on every normal landing, your practice could prevent a 

rollout accident. 

At our field, there is usually a cross wind after 11 am. Rolling out in a crosswind re-

quires us to think ahead were the plane will stop as it weathervanes into the cross-

wind. Do not leave your plane to chance. Think ahead of the plane and know where 

you want it to stop and guide it there. Using ailerons  can make a significant           

difference while landing in a crosswind. 

 

A proficient pilot will anticipate what the plane will do after touchdown, especially 

in a crosswind landing rollout. Then he/she will maintain control until the plane’s 

energy is finally at zero. Fly your plane all the way to a stop. Then you can  taxi back 

to the pits. You’ll enjoy flying  more. 

 

Joe Buko 

Editor 
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Board Member Curtis Pineau and  Safety Officer Patrick Pranica 

Charlie Riley 

and Curtis 

Pineau working 

on Charlie’s  

DA-170. This 

engine runs 

quietly. 

In the back-

ground are 

Chuck Riley 

and Lord 

Creedon. 
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These two men appeared in the previous photo so they won’t be re-identified. The 

Lord is pointing to your editor and is telling him to where to go!   

Our dear friend Jack Dedrick 

died on Feb. 26, 2012, five 

years ago. Jack, we miss you 

and the library of infor-

mation you had at your fin-

gertips. This photo was taken 

at the San Diego Air and 

Space Museum downstairs in 

their workshop  with a        

docent in  the red jacket. 
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             A Visit to the Craftsmanship Museum in Carlsbad, California 

This is taken at the museum’s entrance. It’s  on one floor and there are so many   

exhibits that it   requires  a number of visits to appreciate them all.  Just a few will 

be pictured to whet your desire to see this  marvelous place. It’s open 9-4 Tuesday-

Saturday; there is no entrance fee! It’s a museum of miniatures. 
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This model’s engine runs and its transmission actually can shift into all gears! Everything on it 

works as with the full-scale car! The expression, “It’s a dusey” comes from this car and it means 

that something is really grand or perfect. It took  20,000 hours to build! 

The museum’s founder was an avid R/C airplane    

enthusiast and evidence of it can be seen. He liked 

flying Formula 1 planes the best. This free-flight is 

one of several exhibited. 
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Formula 1 planes 

This 1/4 scale aircraft engine with a double bank of cylinders actually runs! It’s the ultimate in 

model airplane engines! The museum runs various engines at different times of the day!             

Engines like this powered the B-29. Enlarge this photo to read the marquee.  
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Every nut, bolt, hose, gauge, rib, spar and whatever else went into the construction of the full-scale 

Corsair is here in miniature! Every part of this airplane is a work of art and the Museum is full of 

these treasurers! 

This Mustang is another work of art. To appreciate it better, kindly en-

large the photo and you’ll see how intricate the model is!  Nothing com-

pares to this model except it’s full-scale sister! 
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This P-38 has about 

an 8 1/2 foot wing-

span @ 1/6th scale. 

This quarter scale model has a 10 foot 

wingspan. It’s the Wright Brothers plane. 
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Taj Mahal 

Notre Dame Cathedral-Paris 
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It looks like a rubber-powered Mulvihill. Very slick indeed.  These photos indicate the high    

level of craftsmanship  that each article exhibits. These are the best of the best! If you have not 

yet visited this awesome museum, now is the time to make a New Year’s resolution.   

There is so much here that I could have easily devoted the entire issue to this museum.  Its    

formal title is: 

THE JOE MARTIN FOUNDATION MINIATURE 

ENGINEERING CRAFTSMANSHIP MUSEUM 

WWW.CRAFTSMANSHIPMUSEUM.COM 

QE-2 
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Pancho Castillo’s P-40 landing 

Pancho C. 

Pancho Castillo gives a wink 

with his P-40 which he flies   

perfectly. 
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Charlie Riley  learned to 

fly 3-D from James 

D’Eliseo. Usually there 

is a photo of James fly-

ing like this, but this 

month, it is young  

Charlie! Good  going! 
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The 2017 AMA Conven�on was held here; the top photo shows what the mountains        

behind the conven�on center look like. The venue has changed in that the AMA deleted all 

rubber-powered planes when we visited on Friday. They always had a hands-on demo for 

kids and lots of fun flying went on inside the high-ceiling ballroom. This year the room was 

empty! The sta�c display remained and so coverage begins with  those photos. 
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A large PT-17 with top wing tanks 

that appear to be functional. 

This 1/3 scale Stearman was well done, but it is so huge one would need a special 

way to transport it. 
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Luscombe Silvaire 

This needs no identification because anyone who reads this knows what it is. 

FOR SALE 

New, inbox, pristine Hanger 9 Fokker D.VII. This ARF is stunning in detail and flight characteris-
tics. Limited production. Set up for both fuel and electric power. This ARF includes a new, in box 
Saito 82. The strongest engine from that series. A smoking package deal for $300. Contact   
Patrick Pranica at:  patrickpranica@gmail.com or call at 442-224-0032.  
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A large T-28 that was well done. 

These Gee-Bee racers were large and looked superb. 
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For decades, AMA used the Delta Dart to 

introduce kids to model aviation. Now 

they have a foam, rubber powered plane 

pictured here as its replacement. 
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One of the vendors at 

the show. 

This ‘kinda’ proves that Mike Lonnecker and James Gallacher attended the AMA convention.  They could have 

been ‘photo-shopped’ into the picture, but  the photo is authentic. Do these guys look  happy at the convention? 
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The sailplane area provided lots of the latest sail-

planes. There was even  this  full-scale sailplane. 

This is the new Convergence, a drone/airplane that flies like an Osprey. A local     

pilot flew one for 7 or 8 flights when its rear motor left the air frame and the plane  

fell to its death! The motor was inadequately attached.  It remains to be seen if 

Horizon Hobbies will make good on it. They originally told its owner that he was 

one day beyond the warranty! 
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John McDonald attended the con-

vention. 

 

 

 

Below, Bill Hill and Patrick Pranica  

were at the AMA booth 
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Curtiss Kitteringham  

was V.P of our club when 

Jimmy   Mazurek was 

president. He is  building 

a super large B-17 with 

Ron Peterka and others  

in Santee, Calif. 
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Attendance was rather thin on Friday. Those who attended the talks had    positive 

responses.  I tried to buy an E-Flite Corsair or a Spitfire, but none were for sale at 

the convention which was disappointing. Balsa USA  did not attend.  Those to 

whom I spoke felt that the AMA Convention did not live up to its reputation. 

     This P-38 Lightning is flown by Pancho Castillo and is  inches above ground. 

  Stephan Peters ‘s  32 foot sailplane taking off. This is the largest model ever flown at our field. 
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Richard Gunderson and his E-

Flite P-51 which has flaps and re-

tracts flies and lands well. It has 

a 1.2 meter wingspan and is a 

winner of a plane. Richard   

wishes the plane had a larger  

motor for   better vertical        

performance.  
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James Gallacher launching Mike 

Lonnecker’s gorgeous powered   

sailplane. 

          Ray Nemovi et alibi doing  FPV (First Person View) with a small drone. 

The following article was translated from German by Victor Lanz. It’s from the Swiss 

Air Force Magazine. Thanks, Victor. 
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From “Jahrespublikation Schweizer Luftwaffe” 2017                                                                            (From “Annual 

Publication of the Swiss Air Force 2017 

Reconnaissance Systems against small aerial vehicles 

How drones are repelled 

The criminal use of small drones during public events such as the  World Economic Forum 

WEF, football games or street parades have made it to the radar screens of NATO. The Swiss 

company Rheinmetall Air Defence Inc for example offers tiered defense systems. One such re-

connaissance system was deployed for the first time at the WEF 2016 in Davos. 

“After the recent terror attacks the question is not if but when terrorists will make use of drones to accomplish 

their objectives” says Fabian Ochsner, vice president of Rheinmetall Air Defense Inc based in Zurich-Oerlikon. 

Today all components are readily available on the free market to assemble a flying machine gun for example 

that could, remotely controlled, wreak havoc among large crowds of people. The potential threat posed by the 

use of drones by terrorists has moved NATO to become active. 

NATO’s analysis 

NATO’s working group based its analysis on a hypothetical terrorist attack on the Summer Olympics 2012 in 

London. The scenario envisaged four autonomous machine guns converted from model helicopters flown sim-

ultaneously from four directions into the stadium during the opening ceremony. The approach would be flown 

low along the streets followed by a pull up to about 100 m above ground followed by a straight shallow dive into 

the center of the stadium. During the dive a series of shots is fired from the guns. A panic would break out, the 

terrorists would thus achieve their objective. 

The NATO Industrial Advisory Group (NIAG) presented its final report on the ground based defense against 

low, slow and small (LSS)  flying aerial targets in September 2013. As Fabian Ochsner who participated in the 

study says there were some sobering conclusions: “there are scenarios with these LSS systems that have no rea-

sonable answers.” That’s why NATO decided to form two new study groups to look into the LSS phenomenon. 

Two classes of dangerous flying objects were defined: class 1 includes drones with a flying weight of between 2 

and 150 kg with payloads between 500 g and 50 kg and a maximum operating altitude of 1500 m. Class 2 in-

cludes larger flying devices up to 600 kg with a range up to 100 km and a payload up to 200 kg. 

How large is the threat? 

Based on above classification it becomes obvious that drones can present a real threat. Not so much from small 

model helicopters as from armed drones from terrorists. “You don’t have to be a prophet to answer the question 

how much of an actual threat low, slow and small flying systems can be. The available technologies paired with 

the sick minds of some fanatics represent real danger. Therefore the idea is not to be dismissed that we should 

prepare ourselves with all possible means for such scenarios” continues Fabian Ochsner. 

In military conflict, too, small drones today are playing important roles. It is well known that aerial combat be-

tween different types of drones has been conducted in the war between Ukrainians and Russian-backed sepa-

ratists in eastern Ukraine. But also in everyday civilian life drones are used for illegal activities. For example, 

drones are flown into prison complexes carrying arms, drugs and cell phones by intruding into the compounds 

over their walls and delivering them with great precision. Damage is done to private individuals and companies 

by paparazzi-style drones that take photos or video of subjects not destined for the public. 
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Capabilities of Rheinmetall 

As the NATO analysis shows todays anti-aircraft defense systems are not very effective against small drones. 
Therefore it is incumbent upon the ground based air defense to adjust their systems to the new threats. During 
the 2016 WEF in Davos (a Swiss mountain resort.VL) Rheinmetall Air Defence, under contract from the local 
Cantonal Police Department, deployed and operated a new camera system with an electro-optical tracking 
module. With this system small flying objects could be detected. In case of danger the police department would 
have been alerted and the drones captured with net carrying projectiles *. Fabian Ochsner states, however, that 
defense systems such as theirs really belong to the area of responsibilities of the Air Force. 
Based on their experience with air defense systems Rheinmetall Air Defence has invested in drone-defense sys-

tems and offers a range of new technologies and solutions for military and civilian users. A central problem is 

the establishment of a primary aerial situation which can acquire all flight movements over the area to be pro-

tected. The small size of flying objects – among them birds – and an often urban environment require new 

technological approaches. The system from Rheinmetall detects all flying objects in a defined airspace and dis-

tinguishes between natural objects such as birds and others.  Once the identity of a target is established the 

question becomes which means of defense to use. “The choice of defense systems ranges from specially trained 

real birds of prey** to net deploying projectiles (bazookas) to 35 mm AAA and High Energy Lasers”, explains 

Reto Maurer, sales manager of Rheinmetall Air Defence. 

As passionate RC model flyer he is convinced that with appropriate documentation already available on the In-

ternet anti drone weapon systems can be developed without problems. “All you need is criminal energy, basic 

know how and some money”, adds Reto Maurer. 

Mobile solutions 

If for example you want to cover a prison complex with a net so that no objects can be thrown (or flown) into 

the interior areas you are looking at costs of several million dollars depending on size. Rheinmetall Air Defence 

offers an electronic, fully automatic drone defense system as an alternative to giant nets for as little as several 

hundred thousand dollars. It has received an order from Lenzburg Penitentiary  for such a drone detection sys-

tem in the fall of 2016 – other prisons are interested. Even mobile solutions with truck mounted defense sys-

tems are possible. Positive experiences with such systems have been made in Germany, explains Ulrich Gehling 

from Rheinmetall Air Defence and Radar Systems. 

For Fabian Ochsner it is obvious that the threat from low flying, small drones has to be taken seriously. Also 

obvious in his opinion is the need for regulating the operation of drones by private individuals. He proposes 

the formation of an interdisciplinary working group for the study of the defense against LSS attacks. In addi-

tion, anti- LSS capabilities should be added to the catalog of capabilities of the new ground based short range 

Bodluv 2020 anti aircraft system (soon to be acquired by the Swiss army.VL) 

“Furthermore I think that the assignment of responsibility for drone defense should be made according to ca-

pabilities of the parties involved not the weight of the aerial targets. Therefore it is the Air Force (which in 

Switzerland includes the air defense forces.VL) which should take on this task as it is an extension of their ex-

isting capabilities” explains Fabian Ochsner. 

*net carrying projectiles: fired from bazooka-like launchers they deploy large nets and sometimes parachutes 
when approaching their target drone. See www.SkyWall100. for info and videos. 
** Swiss TV recently showed a documentary on an outfit specialized in training birds of prey to attack small 

drones. In one shot you could see a bird grab a drone and carry it away. 

Note from Victor Lanz: 

I saw on a website a report that the city of Tokyo has established a “Drone Police” taskforce that enforces no-fly 

zones over the city. Apparently this was triggered by an incident where a drone hovered above the roof of the 

residence of the prime minister. The drone carried traces of radioactivity. 
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The following three  

photos were part of the 

above article.  This pho-

to shows a drone carry-

ing a useable machine 

gun. The technology is 

low tech and can be     

rather  easily created for 

terrorist activity. Look 

carefully and you can 

see the gun under the 

drone. 

This is the camera that 

scans the sky for incom-

ing drones. Obviously, 

the folks in Europe take 

the treat of drones  seri-

ously and appear to be 

leaders in this endeavor. 
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This is a photo of a prison where drones either have or could have been flown with great preci-

sion. Drugs, contraband, arms, cell phones can be delivered via drones!   

 

Taken 

@ our 

field. 
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E-Flite’s F4U4 Corsair 

at 1.2 meter wingspan, 

retracts, flaps etc. It’s a 

beauty. 
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    Taken @ my home in Vista, Ca. on Jan. 12, 2017  where winter sunsets are often spectacular. 

 

This is a photo of Senator Tom Johnston and his wife Beverly. They were married almost 30 years. It was Tom’s    

second marriage. His first wife died of cancer after they were married almost 32 years. Beverly died on Christmas 

Eve 2016.  She had just celebrated her 90th birthday. Tom held a memorial service for her at the Vista Methodist 

Church on Melrose Dr. on Jan.14, 2017.  Roger Cosio, James D’Eliseo, Patrick Pranica and Joe Buko attended the  

service as representatives of our club. Please keep Tom in mind these days. May Beverly rest in peace. 
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Jan.12, 2017  Bill Hill and Patrick Pranica with  CAP squadron 714 in Escondido, Ca. They were 

teaching them the basics of aerodynamics using rubber powered planes, i.e. the Delta Dart. 

Photos by Patrick Pranica 
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Bill Hill 

Escondido Continuation High school’s gymnasium provides the venue where we 

can fly. It’s rewarding to teach flying skills to student who want to learn. 
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If you look carefully, you can see two strands of rubber being wound with a hand winder. This is 

what powers the Delta Dart for some pretty amazing flights. 
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Here is a better photo of what it looks like winding Delta Dart’s rubber motor. It takes two people to wind it. 

 

Here is a good photo of the Delta Dart. They are small and pretty tough and can really fly well when trimmed. 
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Your editor with an F4U4 Corsair.  The full-

scale was made by Chance-Vaught in my 

hometown of Stratford, Connecticut.  
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On January 17, 2017, James D’Eliseo maid-

ened my new Corsair.  The photos of it  

were retouched in that I removed the tail 

wheel and some of the external pushrods 

under the wing. Otherwise, it’s honest.  

Right out of the box, James flew inverted, 

did rolling circles and says it flies very well.  

It’s the E-Flite 1.2 meter plane.   

        Thanks to Dave Litaker  for telling me  

what the plane markings mean.           

“VMFT-20” 

“V” stands for ‘voler’, a French word that 

designates a fixed wing airplane. 

MF stands for Marine Fighter (I bet the     

Marines had fun with that one.)  

T stands for Training. This plane was flown 

in Dec 1951 in Cherry Point, N.C. during 

the Korean War. It looks like the markings 

are accurate. 
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James D’Eliseo flies in a 

class all his own. He 

doesn’t consider himself 

that great, but we have 

yet to see anyone top 

him.  

David Ellis on the left and Kelvin Phoon on the 

right taking photos. Dave is new to our club and 

will appear in the next photo facing the camera. 
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Good looking Frank Nemetz  

from Wildomar 

Good to see you!  

WELCOME DAVID! 
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Chris Thompson 

Capt. John Binikos Greg Wilson 

New Club Member  David Ellis                      Senator tom Johnston      Safety Officer Patrick Pranica 
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                                   Senator Tom Johnston’s E-Flite Spitfire taxing back after a flight. 

James D’Eliseo and Joseph F. Kelsch 
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Brian Otto’s fabulously smoooooth complexion baffles the imagination! How 

does he get his skin so smooooooth? What’s your secret? He said that he wants to 

look like James D’Eliseo in the preceding photo. Guess what, Brian, you have 

more than succeeded .  
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January 19, 2017     Monthly Club Meeting 

Treasurer Sean O’Connor       President Jim Jenkins      Vice President Chris Avellino 

Board Member  

David Drowns 

Patrick Pranica 

Bill Hill 

“Bored” member Lord Creedon and Senator Tom 

Johnston. The Lord is telling me where to go again. 
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John Cutler made a 

brief presentation on 

building tips. The       

rudder is from his new 

1/3 scale DeHavilland 

Tiger Moth. 

Chris Thompson demonstrates 

his new “plane grabber.”  He uses 

this tool to pick up his foamy 

planes so that he doesn’t leave 

thumb impressions in the foam 

wings. It’s a neat idea and we’ll be 

seeing more of these at the field. 
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Chuck Riley and Chris Avellino 

made a joint presentation 

about flying with a model  

flight  simulator. 

           David Ellis brought his “home built” for Model-of-the-Month. Nice job. 
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Frank Burke brought his new   

Val, a colorful Japanese dive 

bomber from the 1930’s. 

Pancho Castillo brought his 

excellent Top Flite P-51 and 

won Model-of-the-Month! It 

is totally beautiful. 
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MODEL OF THE MONTH-PANCHO CASTILLO 

Jim Jenkins 

Pancho Castillo 

Chris Avellino 
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Pancho lightly glassed his plane and it weighs only 11 pounds. It is an amazing model. 
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As Seen At The Field  by Ethel Burke -next 4 photos 

Chris Thompson is flying this new Sbach 342 from Skyline.  It has a 60 
in. wingspan.  It has an E-flite Power 60 electric motor with a 14 x 7 
Master Airscrew 3-blade prop.  The ESC is 80 amp and the 6S battery is 
5000 mAh. 

 
It has a Spektrum AR636 programmable receiver with a gyro.  He has 
added the pilot and double consoles in the cockpit.  
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Don Davis has a new Pulse from Hori-

zon Hobby.  The wingspan is 54 in. 

and it has tri-gear. 

It has an E-flite electric motor with a 

Zippy 3S battery 2700 mAh.  It is flown 

with a DX-6 Spektrum radio.  
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Here is Kelvin Phoon with his new Edge in a "before and 
after" shot showing the decals he added. 
The letters were all hand-cut & outlined and some icons 

were computer printed. The “before” shot is on the next page. 
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Below 

The next six photos of sail-

planes at our field were 

provided by Mr. Sailplane 

himself, James Gallacher. 

Tom Minegar’s 1/3 scale 

Citabria 
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James D’Eliseo, Ron Schuyler, and P-6E Hawk owner, Chris Thompson 
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Kelvin Phoon owns this rotten, deteriorating, 

piece of ‘goodness’. It flies like crazy and is all 

glued together and looks like a small-sized mess. 

Here is  a beautiful plane that Kelvin flies. Please see 

Ethel Burke’s column for details. 

FOR SALE 

New, inbox, pristine Hanger 9 Fokker D.VII. This ARF is stunning in detail and flight characteristics. 
Limited production. Set up for both fuel and electric power. This ARF includes a new, in box Saito 
82. The strongest engine from that series. A smoking package deal for $300. Contact Patrick  
Pranica at:  patrickpranica@gmail.com or call at 442-224-0032.  
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Ron Schuyler and his two-stroker 

Views of our 

93 acres in a 

California 

spring in  

January 2017. 
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January 26, 2017  This is Hi-Tech’s Fun Cub, an electric  that is  easy and fun to fly.  

It’s being flown by James Gallacher. Look at its massive tailwheel! Of course the 

plane is a foamy. It has flaps too. This is the smaller version, about 50” . They make 

a much larger one that must have the same gentle flight characteristics. 
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Kelvin Phoon 

Greg Wilson 
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The Idyllwild Mountains are about 100 miles away in this photo taken in Vista, CA 

The mountain range taken from about 50 miles away on I-15 @ Temescal Exit. 

Taken in Glendora, CA. on January 27, 2017. It’s about 10 miles to the mountains. 

The wind is blowing as can be seen from the snow being blown about. I like my 

snow on the mountains and on T.V.  Once I went to the snow, but I won’t make that 

same mistake twice. 
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New Tool for Hanging your planes. 

 

Thanks to Bill Hill for designing this airplane hanger. The piece was built by    

Patrick Pranica. It’s made from pvc pipe and is NOT glued together. It is adjusta-

ble to fit the plane.  It’s simple, sturdy and cheap. Way to go Bill and Patrick! 
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Frank Nemetz’s 

photo is in a       

second time be-

cause he is show-

ing up these days 

at the field. Hey, 

Steve Kallam, you 

aren’t the only 

handsome guy in 

the club. Take a 

good look! 

This is the final 

photo, #136. 
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                                                                                  Club Directory 

 CLUB OFFICERS  

PRESIDENT   Jim Jenkins                                                   760-910-4141  

VICE PRESIDENT Chris Avellino                                      858-245-3342 

SECRETARY   Steve Kerrin                                                  760-807-1141 

TREASURER Sean O’Connor                                              858-485-0750  

SAFETY OFFICER Patrick Pranica                                   442-224-0032  

BD MEMBER David Drowns                                                 760-740-1715 

BD MEMBER Bill Hill                                                             760-807-4831  

BD MEMBER  Chuck Riley                                                   951-693-5679 

BD MEMBER Jim Gallacher                                                 760-747-7381  

BD MEMBER Joseph Villarreal                                           760-390-1470  

BD MEMBER  Curtis Pineau                                                760-535-9802 

CLUB OPERATIONS  

Advertising Bill Hill                                                                760-738-0644  

Newsletter Editor  Joe Buko                                                 760-726-8831  

WebMaster   Martynas Kausas 

SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS  

RC Combat Chairman Darrell Albert                                  760-741-2505  

Helicopter Chairman  Ray Nemovi                                       760-295-2669 

HEAD INSTRUCTOR  

Dennis Newbeck                                                                        760-297-1134  

INSTRUCTOR LIST  

Butch Abongan Basic Flight                                                   760-855-2162  

David Drowns Basic Flight                                                     760-740-1715  

Todd Melton Basic Flight                                                       760-305-8983  

Glenn Pohly Basic Flight                                                        858-414-9749  

Tim Hitchcock Basic Flight                                                    760-458-8961  

Please direct correspondence to: 

 

PALOMAR RC FLYERS, Inc.        P.O. BOX 141          SAN MARCOS, CA 92079  

                                Fax : 909-679-7465  

  E-MAIL: info@palomarrcflyers.org  

Catch us on the web at: www.palomarrcflyers.com  
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        President Jim Jenkins 

Vice President  Chris Avellino 

2017 Club Officers 

Treasurer Sean O’Connor 

Secretary Steve Kerrin 

                Bill Hill 

Board Members 

Joseph Villarreal David Drowns 

        Chuck Riley 

Curtis Pineau  Jim Gallacher 

 Safety Officer Patrick Pranica 


